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Background-—A 1.5-day interactive forum was convened to discuss critical issues in the acquisition, analysis, and sharing of data
in the ﬁeld of cardiovascular and stroke science. The discussion will serve as the foundation for the American Heart Association’s
(AHA’s) near-term and future strategies in the Big Data area. The concepts evolving from this forum may also inform other ﬁelds of
medicine and science.
Methods and Results-—A total of 47 participants representing stakeholders from 7 domains (patients, basic scientists, clinical
investigators, population researchers, clinicians and healthcare system administrators, industry, and regulatory authorities)
participated in the conference. Presentation topics included updates on data as viewed from conventional medical and nonmedical
sources, building and using Big Data repositories, articulation of the goals of data sharing, and principles of responsible data
sharing. Facilitated breakout sessions were conducted to examine what each of the 7 stakeholder domains wants from Big Data
under ideal circumstances and the possible roles that the AHA might play in meeting their needs. Important areas that are high
priorities for further study regarding Big Data include a description of the methodology of how to acquire and analyze ﬁndings,
validation of the veracity of discoveries from such research, and integration into investigative and clinical care aspects of future
cardiovascular and stroke medicine. Potential roles that the AHA might consider include facilitating a standards discussion (eg,
tools, methodology, and appropriate data use), providing education (eg, healthcare providers, patients, investigators), and helping
build an interoperable digital ecosystem in cardiovascular and stroke science.
Conclusion-—There was a consensus across stakeholder domains that Big Data holds great promise for revolutionizing the way
cardiovascular and stroke research is conducted and clinical care is delivered; however, there is a clear need for the creation of a
vision of how to use it to achieve the desired goals. Potential roles for the AHA center around facilitating a discussion of standards,
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T

he American Heart Association (AHA) is a global leader
in the cardiovascular and stroke ﬁelds and has a long
history of discovery, dissemination, and application of scientiﬁc knowledge. Recognizing the increasing importance of
how modern approaches affect patients and the wide variety
of persons working in the science and healthcare ﬁelds, the
AHA convened a Data Summit on April 27–28, 2015, in
Baltimore, Maryland. A central focus of the Data Summit was
“Big Data,” which refers to large and complex data sets—
including, for example in biomedicine, genomic, clinical, and
environmental data—and entirely new approaches to data
storage, management, integration, analysis, and visualization.
A total of 47 participants representing stakeholders from 7
domains (patients, basic scientists, clinical investigators,
population researchers, clinicians and healthcare system
administrators, industry, and regulatory authorities) (Figure 1;
Table 1) attended in person to debate and discuss critical
issues in data management. Areas discussed included the
acquisition, analysis, and sharing of data in the ﬁeld of
cardiovascular and stroke science. In addition to the writing

group members, a total of 28 persons (noted in the
Acknowledgments) also provided input into the conference
by providing strategic advice during the planning stage and/or
commenting on drafts of this report.
The conference format included short presentations by
groups of content experts followed by extensive panel
discussions and audience interactions. Session topics on
the ﬁrst day included a survey of the Big Data landscape
(traditional medical and nonmedical sources), a broad
description of the current approaches to handling data and
cutting-edge approaches using new tools and technologies,
articulation of the goals of data sharing, and a description of
the principles of responsible data sharing. An evening session
focused on the AHA’s Cardiovascular Genome Phenome Study
(CVGPS). The ﬁnal day involved facilitated breakout sessions
in which various stakeholders from the 7 domains developed
scenarios of the future in response to 2 questions: (1) “What
do stakeholders want from Big Data?” and (2) “What possible
roles might the AHA play in each of these domains?” The
attendees provided insights into additional topics related to

Figure 1. Patients were previously the passive source of data (ie, measurements were taken from patients by others), they are increasingly
becoming active generators of data (eg, wireless sensors) and, in doing so, provide a vast new domain of data not previously available. In
addition to the patient perspective, 6 other domains are shown. These lenses served as the organizing basis for the American Heart
Association’s Data Summit.
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providing education, and helping establish a cardiovascular digital ecosystem. This ecosystem should be interoperable and needs
to interface with the rapidly growing digital object environment of the modern-day healthcare system. ( J Am Heart Assoc.
2015;4:e002810 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810)
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Table 1. Stakeholder Domains Relevant to Acquisition, Analysis, and Sharing of Data in Cardiovascular and Stroke Science
Interface With Data
Stakeholder

Current

Future

Patients

1. Passive source of data in healthcare environment
2. Beneficiary of acquisition and analysis of data

1. Anticipated to assume progressively more active role in
generating data (eg, quantified self)
2. Participant in the acquisition and analysis of data (eg, PCORI)
3. Beneficiary of acquisition and analysis of data

Basic Scientists

1. Focused on discovery science, usually in isolated units
(ie, laboratories)

1. Sharing of data and experimental materials may facilitate
replication of results beyond the original reporting laboratory
2. Use of new methods for scientific discovery (eg, data mining,
Big Data analytics)

Clinical Investigators

1. Focus on hypothesis-driven research
2. Generally assume a common phenotype of trial participants for condition under study (eg, sample of larger
universe of persons with the condition) but may analyze
broad subgroup categories
3. Case report form and trial database usually constructed
for specific trial with limited or no plans for repeat
use in future trials

1. Increasing use of Big Data approaches are anticipated to
result in a shift from prespecified testable hypotheses to
iteratively generated, data-driven hypotheses
2. Increasing knowledge gained from deep genotyping and
phenotyping will lead to more precise characterization of
individual participant profiles and targeted treatments
3. Trial documents and databases will be designed for repeated use
4. Sharing of clinical trial data may facilitate planning of
future trials (ie, avoid duplication of previous efforts) and
permit validation of findings by external groups beyond
original investigators

Population
Scientists/
Epidemiologists

1. Each study collects data of interest, often without
coordination across studies
2. Participants interact at periodic intervals with the study
3. Periodic surveillance of participants health encounters

1. Increasing coordination of “thick phenotyping” so that data
can be harmonized, shared, and meta-analyzed across
studies. Data collection protocols posted in real time at
study Web sites
2. Participants contribute data through mobile health
technologies throughout course of year longitudinally
3. Participants share healthcare encounter data in real time

Clinicians/Healthcare
System
Researchers/
Administrators

1. Navigating the role of the physician in the growing
digital world
2. Focus on balancing the validity of risk modeling from
Big Data in making care decisions

1. Educating providers about the tools available to handle and
find information
2. Making the use of the data a natural part of the doctor–
patient conversation
3. Using data in areas in which there are physician shortages

Industry

1. Navigating the current fragmented environment that
frequently results in cumbersome “linear” development
pathways

1. Creating frameworks for collecting, storing, managing,
curating, and analyzing data
2. Navigating data that span various types of analytics including
medical images, genomics, and natural language processing
3. Capturing exogenous data to help inform clinical care
4. Cloud computing to address capacity vs utilization issues
5. New devices for monitoring patients with specific conditions

2. Limited integration of novel sources of data
3. Increasing challenge of storing exponentially
increasing amounts of data

Regulatory
Authorities

1. Current focus is on review of data from clinical trials
usually conducted for a focused purpose
2. Constrained by current system that limits ability to
share and integrate data across multiple sources

1. Collecting data in standard formats for comparability and
integration
2. Ethical use of patient data, potential use of sensor data
3. Greater use of data from public health sources
4. Analyzing Big Data to accelerate understanding biological
processes and heterogeneous response to treatments
5. Policies and technical infrastructure to encourage data sharing
6. Potential for modernizing the informed consent process

PCORI indicates Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute.
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Meeting Purpose
With the explosion of technological and computational
advances, the amounts and types of data available to scientists
have grown dramatically. Progress in many areas is expected to
result from data sharing; however, data sharing needs to be
approached with a clear understanding of the potential beneﬁts
and risks.1 A thoughtful conversation is needed to provide the
scientiﬁc community with a foundation from which to develop
appropriate strategies for 2015 and beyond.2 Although some
efforts have been made in pooling and data sharing, what is
needed now is a broader approach that will enhance the level of
data and build on lessons learned in this and other ﬁelds to chart
the course for cardiovascular disease (CVD) and stroke
research and clinical care in the future.3–5

Meeting Outcomes
The AHA Data Summit was convened to provide directional
guidance to meet the needs of patients, researchers (basic,
clinical, and population), clinicians, healthcare systems,
industry, and regulatory authorities in the acquisition, analysis, and sharing of cardiovascular and stroke data. The
structure of the summit was based on the planning committee’s assessment of the ﬁeld and was bolstered by new
insights gathered during the conference. Areas of interest
included a summary of the types of data to be considered, a
broad description of how such data are acquired now and will
be acquired in the future, methods for constructing data
repositories, the goals of data sharing, and the principles of
responsible data sharing. It is anticipated that the discussion
at the conference will help formulate the AHA’s approach and
serve as the foundation for near-term and future AHA
strategies in this area. The opinions and concepts evolving
from this forum could also inform other ﬁelds of medicine and
science.

Data: Big and Small and Everything in
Between, From Bench to Population
The presenters and attendees reviewed the landscape of data
sources traditionally seen as relevant to and having an impact
on decision making in cardiovascular and stroke science.

Basic and Preclinical Data
Basic and preclinical cardiovascular data involve observations
that are made from a small sample size but that hold great
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

potential from the perspective of informing and advancing the
understanding of disease mechanisms to improve therapy.
Basic cardiovascular research data sets are multidimensional in nature with a wide range of clinical and biomarker
outcomes, for example, electrocardiogram, contractile function, molecular imaging, channel activities, genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, and phenotype characterizations.
These data, however, are collected and presented in a variety
of data formats, are variably distributed, and are both
published and unpublished. The data are thus widely scattered
and fragmented, making it difﬁcult to extract knowledge
either by individual laboratories or by organized scientiﬁc
initiatives via team efforts. Consequently, there is limited
ability to make well-informed decisions, in both bench and
clinical settings; generally poor access to relevant information; and few opportunities to learn from and build on previous
work.6 Proper organization and management of data sets,
rendering them accessible, complete, and analyzable, are
important tasks for basic science investigators.
Revolutions in Big Data science have provided new digital
technologies and informatics systems, and preclinical scientists can use them to address these challenges. These
enabling platforms are designed to support integrated community efforts and are readily applicable in cardiovascular
science. Big Data, by deﬁnition and concept, is rapidly
evolving with respect to volume (bytes) but more so in terms
of signiﬁcance and relevance to scientiﬁc research.

Patient Information and Clinical Care
The ﬁeld of medicine is entering an unprecedented age of
ubiquitous information.7 Prior to the 1980s, clinical researchers were generally forced to review individual patients’ paper
charts to gather data; therefore, studies tended to be small,
single-institution case series. During the 1990s, researchers
began to tap into national medical claims data available from
the large healthcare insurers including Medicare, Medicaid,
the Veterans Health Administration, and private payers. These
data sources provided very large patient sample sizes but
were limited in their depth of detail, and the accuracy of the
clinical information contained was suspect because the data
were collected primarily for billing and not research.
With the enactment of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, hospitals and clinics received a
mandate to store their patients’ clinical information in
electronic medical records (EMRs). This digitization of
patients’ past histories and presenting complaints, treatments, and outcomes opened up a wealth of possibilities for
clinical research (Figure 2). Although the initial vision of the
EMR was full of promise, the lack of standardized data
elements and deﬁnitions limited interoperability and presented challenges to widespread use by researchers. Over the
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Big Data that could be potential subjects of future
conferences.
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Figure 2. Evolving informatics for an EMR-based clinical research network. The model illustrates data transfers from individual-site EMR to
storage in an internal data warehouse with data that can then be mapped to a research datamart (with standard data elements) and ultimately
transferred to a CT database. CT indicates clinical trial; EMR, electronic medical records.

past few years, however, national standards have been
promulgated, and EMRs are slowly mapping to these
standards. In addition, large data infrastructure projects such
as the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Collaboratory and
the National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network
(PCORnet) (Figure 3) facilitated linking of EMR data across
multiple large heath systems, thus unlocking medical information on millions of patients to medical researchers. Such
data are now being used to carry out large-scale postmarket
surveillance studies and even to help recruit patients and
collect information in practical clinical trials. The EMR is now
being used increasingly not only to generate new evidence but
also to incorporate quality improvement systems into the ﬂow
of clinical care. Within the past 30 years, the research
community has seen remarkable growth and maturation of
“big” clinical data resources. These resources offer the
potential to allow clinical researchers to turn data into
knowledge and drive knowledge into routine clinical practice.3

“My Personal Health Information”
Patient-reported health information has long been part of the
healthcare encounter (eg, chief complaint, quoted subjective
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

statements); however, by their very nature, these data are
isolated within individual medical records. In our increasingly
connected digital world, the ecosystem of “my” personal
health information is ever changing and pushing the
boundaries of its place alongside clinical data and within
Big Data.
The myriad of opportunities to collect person-generated
health data (PGHD) is expanding rapidly.9 A person can track
his or her health and ﬁtness using wearable devices (eg,
activity trackers). Data can be contributed proactively by
participation in online patient communities and registries (eg,
PCORnet). Sensors can be used to monitor activity level, daily
weight, or other relevant markers of health (eg, smartphone
“apps”). Patients can engage with health providers via
telemedicine, email, or other electronic means and can even
participate in clinical research via smartphones (eg, Apple
ResearchKit, Health eHeart Study).
PGHD, when aggregated with traditional sources of health
information, creates a complex tapestry of daily lives and
healthcare experiences, with the potential to generate
insights and new knowledge about living with and managing
health and illness.1 Making inferences regarding the population, however, is uncertain due to the nonrandom nature of
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Figure 3. PCORnet: clinical research and patient engagement on a large scale. The proposed
organization of the PCORnet is shown. Supported by a coordinating center, CDRNs, and PPRNs, a
sustainable network of healthcare centers will be created with interoperable electronic medical records
and active patient participation, all overseen by the PCORI staff, board of governors, and advisors. CDRNs
include 8 networks with 1 million patients per network. PPRNs include 18 networks. Reprinted from Selby
et al.8 CDRNs indicates Clinical Data Research Networks; PCORI, Patient-Centered Outcomes Research
Institute; PCORnet, National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network; PPRNs, Patient Powered
Research Networks.

self-selection in the use of these devices and online reporting
portals.
Studies show that US patients, especially those living with
chronic illness, are willing to share their personal information
for the sake of improving care and treatment options for
themselves and for others like them so long as appropriate
protections are in place.10,11 As people continue to participate
in generating personal health information, these data are
beginning to take on attributes commonly ascribed to Big
Data: volume, velocity, and variety.12
The science of understanding PGHD, although continuing
to emerge, remains nascent. The real-world PGHD needs to be
subjected to standard analytical methods, and new methodologies are likely needed to effectively mine the data for
insights to answer many questions that can now be asked
when the various sources of data are woven together.
Collecting data from any source is one thing, but truly
understanding what the data are saying is another. The
proverbial needle just gets harder to ﬁnd in the haystack,
which keeps getting bigger and bigger.13 Nevertheless, unlike
PGHD, Big Data lacks context—the key holistic and interpreDOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

tive lens through which data are ﬁltered and turned into real
information. Further study will be needed to understand how
personal health data can be optimally used to enrich what we
know today as Big Data. With further study and understanding, it may be that personal health data are the key ingredient
that is currently missing from Big Data.14

Clinical Trial Data
The majority of clinical trials in cardiovascular medicine to
date have been designed to assess the efﬁcacy and safety of
therapies administered to (eg, drug, biologic) or inserted into
(eg, device) patients. Some clinical trials evaluate biomarker
assays and imaging procedures, largely to assess whether
these measurement tools can help determine whether a
patient warrants treatment with a noted therapy or to assess
the patient response to such treatments.
Three major potential threats to validity of research
ﬁndings are “play of chance,” bias, and confounding
(Figure 4). Play of chance is the predominant concern in
discovery science research, with considerable control over the
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Figure 4. Major potential threats to the validity of research ﬁndings. Discovery scientists work in an
environment in which they have a high degree of control over the experimental conditions and use a small
sample size. Population scientists operate in an environment in which there is less control over experimental
conditions but a large sample size. Clinical trials fall between these 2 extremes and need to be interpreted
with respect to internal validity and external generalizability. Other major threats to validity are shown
(bottom left and right); the size of the font graphically illustrates the relative importance of the threats.
experimental conditions but a small sample size. Bias and
confounding predominate in population studies, with loss of
control over the experimental conditions but large sample
sizes. Clinical trials fall between these 2 extremes, and
investigators attempt to deal with threats to validity by
minimizing type I and II errors during the design phase and
using randomization during the implementation phase.
The following important developments currently inﬂuence
clinical trials with increasing frequency:
1. Given the number of therapeutic options available to treat
cardiovascular disorders, investigators are now testing
many new agents against an active control and use clinical
trials with noninferiority designs.15
2. Because emerging data either external to or observed from
within trial can inﬂuence an ongoing trial, investigators may
need to modify or adapt trials prior to their completion.16,17
Despite the rigor surrounding the clinical trial enterprise
and the impact that clinical trials have on clinical practice
guidelines, it is overly simplistic to frame the study hypothesis
or interpret the results in terms of a treatment effect in a
“population.” The cohort of patients enrolled in a trial may or
may not be representative of the greater universe of patients
who have the disease state of interest.4 We typically operate
under the assumption of a common phenotype in designing
and analyzing clinical trials. Currently, we lack sufﬁcient
understanding of the genotypic and phenotypic aspects of
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

disease to adequately characterize the response to treatments in heterogeneous populations.
Sharing of clinical trial data has the potential to improve
the design and efﬁciency of clinical trials and to enhance our
understanding of the complexities of response to treatments.
It is important to establish the principles of responsible
sharing of clinical trial data and to describe the circumstances
under which it is useful to move beyond sharing of the derived
data sets and to provide individual participant-level data more
broadly.18

Observational and Epidemiological Data
More than a dozen governmental surveys provide snapshots
of the health, risk factors, disease, and healthcare utilization
status of American citizens. These surveys inform the public
and policy makers, and they are incorporated into the AHA’s
“Heart Disease and Stroke Statistics.”19 The surveys include a
variety of ascertainment strategies, such as phone surveys, inperson interviews, physical examinations, and surveillance of
healthcare providers and institutions.
Complementary sources of data are epidemiological cohort
studies funded by the NIH and foundations. The epidemiological cohorts track participants longitudinally, which enables
study of the social, behavioral, biomarker, and genomic risk
factors for subclinical and clinical CVD and stroke. The studies
routinely collect interviews, physical examinations, subclinical
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Big Data From the Real World
The presenters and attendees at the AHA Data Summit
surveyed the landscape of data sources that are not
traditionally considered by cardiovascular scientists but that
emerging evidence suggests may inform or impact health. The
attendees discussed efforts in the Big Data ﬁeld and how they
may inform or impact the study and management of
cardiovascular disorders and medicine more generally.

Computational Health Care in the Era of Big Data
From the viewpoint of health outcome determinants, almost
60% of data are exogenous (eg, behavioral, socioeconomic,
environmental) and are rarely captured as part of EMR
systems.24 Inserting such data in the data ﬂow and enabling
the generation and/or capture of this exogenous data is
crucial for emerging health ecosystems. Important aspects of
these data are volume, velocity, and variety—the traditional
Big Data characteristics. Another aspect is that all data are
generated in uncontrolled environments (ie, no hospital or
supply-side control), which create highly fragmented value
chains that need a neutral entity that can collect, store,
manage, curate, and analyze data for insights.
Computational health care is driven by a comprehensive
set of technologies used to address the data deluge in
medicine. Useful data span various types of analytics
including medical images, genomics, and natural language
processing. To implement behavior modiﬁcation in clinical
care, it will be important to study the biometrics, medication
usage patterns, stress levels, sleep patterns, and social
interactions of individual patients. Opportunities to improve
disease management and treatment may exist through
context-aware data acquisition, medication/dosage and
comorbidity management, and patient education and engageDOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

ment.14 In addition, behavior change and prevention can be
addressed by using behavior models to develop recommendation services and by understanding habit-formation cycles
to design new service models, incentives, and touch-point
modiﬁcations.
Rather than using data in traditional isolated analyses, a
hybrid model of evaluating systems of insight, systems of
record, and systems of engagement in a cloud environment
may create a new future of health care.1,25 All data types can
be measured and analyzed to provide new decision-making
models that allow providers to intervene at the right place and
the right time for the most positive patient outcomes.

Genomic Data and Digital Health
Advances in genetics, genomics, and proteomics over the
past 20 years have catalyzed the capacity to address their
experimental, translational, and clinical implications, as
applied to cardiovascular health and disease.26–28 The growth
of these ﬁelds has been so exponential that the genomics
community currently faces 4 computational barriers to
transforming raw sequencing data into biomedical insights:
1. Processing massive sequence data sets requires costly
computational infrastructure.29 Few groups have the
resources to meet this challenge, and those that do often
end up duplicating each other’s work.
2. The current generation of methods cannot scale to the
petabytes of data already in existence, let alone the
exabytes that will come.
3. Data are being collected and stored in silos, setting us on
a trajectory toward a fragmented system analogous to
what has been developed for EMRs.
4. Data copying is a prerequisite for data sharing, forcing the
greater genomics community to shoulder the cost of
storing multiple copies of massive data sets.
Cloud computing offers a potential solution to all of these
challenges.30 A frequent problem in planning technology
infrastructure is capacity versus demand and the underlying
expense. When planning data infrastructure requirements,
organizations are forced to use peak load criteria when sizing
their resource needs. Consequently, resources need to be
provided for the highest possible load situation. On-site
infrastructure to meet rising capacity needs is capitalintensive and can leave an organization either with excess
capacity that is underutilized or with an excess in demand
leading to service degradation. Cloud computing can more
closely follow actual demand, and be scaled up and down
readily along with actual demand.31 Few areas are as well
suited to cloud computing as genomics.29 First, cloud
computing allows the community of researchers to access a
Journal of the American Heart Association
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markers, biosamples, and outcomes that have been used to
identify risk prediction algorithms, temporal trends, and
healthcare disparities in CVD and other diseases. The oldest
cohort study, the Framingham Heart Study, was founded in
1948, and the most recent study, The Hispanic Community
Health Study/Study of Latinos, was initiated in 2008. There is
variation in the number of sites, age at participant enrollment,
ethnic and racial composition, and overall study focus. More
recently, the epidemiological studies have been challenged to
strategically transform to become more resource effective
and to embrace new data-collection strategies. Suggestions
include development of cross-cohort collaborations, electronic surveillance, and more accessible repositories for
phenotype and genomic data and biospecimens; collaborations with clinical trialists also have been urged.20–23
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Figure 5. The future of health information. New sources of patient data (in blue) are beginning to be
merged with traditional healthcare data sources (in yellow) to better inform clinicians’ diagnosis, treatment
and care decisions. The health care of the future can build on this model by incorporating additional existing
data sources (in gray) to create an electronic healthcare predictive analytics systems (E-HPA) that could
theoretically use data from any source to clean and analyze, run and/or update predictive models, and
output risk estimates back into the health information system to trigger or monitor speciﬁc clinical and/or
operational activity. Adapted from Amarasingham et al.32 Admin indicates administration; EHR, electronic
health record; Lab, laboratory.

shared pool of data in an environment equipped with
extensive and elastic computing resources and a sophisticated model for access control. The cloud facilitates secure
sharing of data at both technical and economic levels.
Second, cloud computing allows researchers to rent a data
center under a pay-as-you-go model, removing the signiﬁcant
capital expenditures associated with building a data center
and stafﬁng it with personnel. Finally, cloud computing is
about not only a physical infrastructure for computers but
also a paradigm for writing algorithms to enable massive
parallelization, allowing for scalable on-demand “supercomputers.” Because genomic computations are easily parallelized by genomic locus, they are ideally suited to the cloud.
As we look to the future of genetic research in cardiology,
it is important to consider the role of cloud computing as a
powerful lever for advancing research.

The Healthcare Environment of the Future
With the evolution of cloud technology, proactive medical
treatments and protocols are now within reach of the
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

healthcare ecosystem at large. Data from the point of care
and from devices and “wearables” driven by the “Internet of
Things,” combined with environmental data (eg, social,
ﬁnancial), provide the bases of actionable advances in care
delivery (Figure 5). Insights are gained by coupling Big Data
with analytics and machine learning to create the foundation
for a cloud-based interoperable ecosystem (Figure 5). Technology and treatment elasticity that can seamlessly follow the
patient through the transitions of care are key to operationalizing the beneﬁts of Big Data (Figure 5). By overlaying cloud
Big Data foundations with evidence-based medicine, treatment advances can be shared quickly and globally. Technology should ultimately reduce the friction at the point of care
by seamlessly integrating the healthcare consumer with the
healthcare enterprise and allowing for a smooth interface with
the healthcare ecosystem.
With the increased focus on EMR incentive programs in
2009 in the US healthcare system, the federal government
put higher pressures on healthcare providers to leverage
digital solutions for sharing of records and management of
care.33 With advances in technology and innovative
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Using Big Data
The presenters and attendees reviewed current approaches
to handling the management of Big Data, which requires
approaches that are different from classical approaches to
data acquisition and analysis in cardiovascular science.
Speakers discussed their experiences with acquiring largescale data and data sets, the new methods that were
required for managing and disseminating the data, and the
policies that needed to be in place to ensure responsible
use of the data. The speakers emphasized the importance
of data sharing while acknowledging some of the inherent
challenges.

Building Big Data Repositories
The National Research Council’s visionary report on precision
medicine35–37; the commitment of the NIH, through its
National Library of Medicine, to data science38; and the newly
announced Precision Medicine Initiative39 on creating a
voluntary national research cohort of >1 million persons
highlight the arrival of the era of Big Data in biomedicine. It will
no longer be possible to view the collection and analysis of
biomedical data as an activity that is conducted solely by a
single investigator in a single laboratory for a single purpose.35,38,39 New types of data, such as genomic and
environmental data, which are themselves Big Data, are being
correlated with current and longitudinal medical data drawn
from EMRs. Big Data has the potential to lead to important
discoveries, for example, diagnosing rare and undiagnosed
diseases, discovering the etiology of highly heritable but poorly
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

understood conditions, and transforming the entire clinical
trial enterprise.40–44
To fully effect this transformation, a number of technical,
social, and policy changes will need to be addressed.1 Data will
need to be collected in standard formats using best practices so
that systems that contain relevant data are technically interoperable, allowing for the comparability and integration of those
data.45 Research participants will need to be fully informed that
their data will be shared for research purposes, and they will
need to consent to that use. Researchers will need to ensure
that the enormous beneﬁts of data sharing outweigh the
potential risks.44,46–48 Policies that encourage or even mandate
data sharing are beginning to be put in place,49,50 and sharing
data with research participants themselves has become an
active area of research and discussion.51,52

The dbGaP Database and BioLINCC
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI), along
with other institutes and centers at the NIH, has developed
and supported platforms for sharing data generated by NIHsupported trials and observational studies. Examples include
the NHLBI’s Biologic Specimen and Data Repository Information Coordinating Center (BioLINCC)53 and the NIH National
Center for Bioinformatics (NCBI) database of Genotypes and
Phenotypes (dbGaP).54
The NHLBI’s BioLINCC houses deidentiﬁed individual-level
data from 88 clinical trials and 34 observational studies that
altogether enrolled >600 000 separate participants. These
data are available to qualiﬁed researchers, but a number of
important constraints and caveats are designed to protect the
interests of research participants, researchers, and the
NHBLI. Data are deposited into the repository after study
completion, allowing study investigators a 2-year time window
to conduct analyses and publish their ﬁndings. The deposited
data are deidentiﬁed and, at times, modiﬁed to ensure
maximum protection of participant identity. Applicants who
wish to use BioLINCC data or biological specimens must
submit information about their analysis plans and must
provide, through a data use agreement, assurance that they
will not transfer data to third parties or conduct additional
analyses without ﬁrst contacting the NHLBI.
BioLINCC has been increasingly active since its inception
in 2000. It now receives >300 data requests per year, about
half for clinical trial data. Publication activity has also
increased: In 2014, researchers published >80 papers based
on BioLINCC downloads.
The NCBI’s dbGaP database houses genomic and phenotypic data generated by >550 studies, with data derived from
hundreds of thousands of samples. Similar to BioLINCC,
investigators who wish to use dbGaP data must submit a brief
formal application and must provide assurances regarding
Journal of the American Heart Association
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solutions, the role of the healthcare provider will change.
We are on a verge of an explosion of a new era of mobile
health and biosensor technologies that will make it easier to
collect, track, and share real-time data and metrics among
clinicians without extra processes or paperwork and that
likely will be key patient engagement tools, offering alternatives
to traditional in-person visits (Figure 5).34 These new interactions will become richer and more prevalent as patients have
greater access to highly sophisticated healthcare apps and
diagnostic tools outside the traditional medical environment
that allow them to take a more active role of the management of
their care.
Because patients can be seen and treated faster, healthcare providers may be removed from certain low-risk routine
clinical decisions, allowing more time to concentrate on
higher risk aspects of a patient’s care.32 In the future
healthcare ecosystem, it will be important to maintain critical
healthcare provider engagement in decision making about
individual patient care.
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Integrating Sensor Data With Clinical Data
A major new source of Big Data is the emergence of wearable
sensors and connected devices, which enable continuous
health data acquisition (Figure 6). Although technology has
been the initial driver of these data, particularly on the
consumer side, there are powerful reasons to integrate sensor
data with more traditional clinical and phenotypic data within
clinical and population health studies. There are also important limitations for this form of PGHD, which requires careful
consideration and further research.
The most powerful reason to incorporate sensor data is that
a substantial portion of CVD and stroke events—across
primordial, primary, and secondary prevention—are attributable to daily behaviors and modiﬁable risk factors, many of
which largely go unmeasured. These behaviors are highlighted
by the AHA’s “Life’s Simple 7” program, through which
physical activity, food choices, cigarette smoking, blood
pressure, weight, and glucose levels are all “trackable” on a
daily or more frequent basis through wearable sensors,
smartphone apps, and connected devices.57 Real-world data
should have advantages over, or at least complement, the

recall-based surveys and intermittent clinical testing in
traditional studies.
Quantitative sensor data have already been incorporated in
subgroups of several large population health studies, such as
the use of wrist-based accelerometers in the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES)58 and the UK Biobank.59 The
AHA-endorsed Health eHeart Study (a PCORnet Patient Powered Research Network) by the University of California San
Francisco has developed an infrastructure to collect novel data
from Web- and smartphone-based surveys, apps, sensors (eg
electrocardiogram, physical activity, blood pressure, social
networking, wearables), EMR data, and outcome measures to
create a large, well-phenotyped cohort of participants from
around the world who volunteer to provide data that are within a
central academic institution and agnostic to device or sensor
type.60 Apple’s release of open-source ResearchKit enables
smartphone-based medical research, including the recent
MyHeart Counts study by Stanford University in collaboration
with the AHA,61 which uses the phone’s sensors to collect
physical activity and ﬁtness data plus wearable and connected
health data linked through HealthKit. Extensive “physiome”
data through wearable sensors are planned for a Baseline Study
coordinated by Stanford, Duke University, and Google Inc,62
with mobile health data also planned for the NIH’s Precision
Medicine Initiative cohort of 1 million US participants.35,36,63,64
Nevertheless, there are limitations to incorporating sensor
data for clinical and population research. Few measurements
from wearable sensors have been validated relative to existing
metrics. For physical activity, some studies have validating

Figure 6. Vision for clinical research in the future. Examples of wearable sensors (top left). These
communicate via Bluetooth to smartphones, which transmit data wirelessly to a research-grade database
on the Internet. Mobile health enables enrollment of large numbers of diverse participants around the globe.
Investigators can then more effectively study transitions from a state of ideal health to the development of
risk factors and ultimately overt manifestations of disease. Reprinted from Antman.56
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research participants’ consent and privacy. An analysis of
dbGaP activity found increasing levels of interest. To date,
dbGaP has provided data to >2000 investigators who have
used the data to generate 924 publications.55 As -omic and
Big Data technologies evolve, the NIH is continuing to extend
its genomic data–sharing policy to multiple types of data of
interest to biomedical researchers.
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Goals of Data Sharing
Many research funding organizations, including the AHA, have
data sharing policies68,69 that address the following common
themes:
 Funding versus cost effectiveness of the data storage and
subsequent management processes
 Types of data to be shared based on organizational goals
and the impact of discovery versus the cost of sharing
 Timeliness of sharing data in relation to the end of a study
 Protection of intellectual property in relation to timeliness
of data sharing
 Ethical use of data in terms of continued human subjects
protection in data sharing and secondary analysis
 Required acknowledgement of the original data source in
secondary analyses
 Length of time that data should be stored and used for
secondary analysis
 Oversight and monitoring process of secondary analyses
and resulting publications
It was agreed that when considering sharing data, it is
important (1) to articulate the purpose of sharing the data and
(2) to maximize the beneﬁts while minimizing potential risks.
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810
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smartphones and/or consumer wearables (eg, step count,65
6-minute walk distance66), but reliable measures of moderate
and vigorous activity—the basis of AHA and World Health
Organization guidelines—may be more challenging. Mobile
and connected health devices are also generating continuous
ambulatory data that do not directly match the tests done in
the clinic or laboratory. This warrants careful attention to
having a common data schema for mobile health data and
including relevant metadata (eg, device; software version;
time; location; before, during, and after exercise), an effort
spearheaded by the Open mHealth project.67 These mobile
health data are also typically not observed by study personnel,
so data quality can be dependent on individual participants and
their level of engagement. As is often the case for Big Data,
researchers may be accepting trade-offs in precision for more
frequent, scalable measures; in some cases, the more frequent
data can be processed to account for small inaccuracies, but
large inaccuracies may simply provide many inaccurate data
points. As studies aim to reach larger populations, enabled by
Web- and smartphone-based studies, there can be a selection
bias from the participants who “opt in” and who have sufﬁcient
technological knowledge and access. Finally, mobile or
connected health data, by their very nature, do not originate
within the research site, so methods to ensure privacy and
security of the data are critical, particularly because these data
are shared and linked with other clinical data.

Table 2. Goals of Data Sharing
Facilitating discovery science: avoiding duplication, ensuring
reproducibility
Increasing understanding of human disease
Improving the design, efficiency, and quality of clinical trials
Improving the quality of care in clinical settings
Increasing the effectiveness of prevention
Translation to public

Although much of the discussion to date has centered on
research and data scientists, clinical investigators, and
healthcare professionals, more emphasis needs to be placed
on increasing public awareness of efforts to share personal
information from healthcare encounters, biological specimens, and clinical trial participation (Table 2).

Facilitating Discovery Science: Avoiding
Duplication and Ensuring Reproducibility
Preclinical research has been the traditional venue for the
identiﬁcation and validation of molecular targets that have the
potential to affect CVD70; however, there is growing concern
that preclinical studies are not easily replicated beyond the
reporting laboratory.6 This has been assessed objectively by
2 reports that evaluated replication of studies prior to
formalizing a pharmaceutical development program. Discouragingly, these studies demonstrated that only 11% to
22% of the preclinical studies could be replicated.71,72 As a
consequence of the concern about reproducibility, there is
an NIH initiative to modify data acquisition and sharing in
the preclinical arena. Much of this initiative focuses on
enhancements of the quality of data acquired in preclinical
studies. In this regard, the initiative details many parameters that are not commonly considered in preclinical
studies including randomization, blinding, sample size
estimations, and inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
recommendations also call for full descriptions of statistical
analyses. A pivotal part of the NIH recommendations is to
enhance data and material sharing. This includes the need
to make all primary data available during the manuscript
review process. The plan also notes that all data should be
available immediately on publication. Furthermore, data sets
should be represented in a manner that facilitates reanalysis of data and incorporation into larger data sets.
Although the recommendations have been endorsed by
many leading journals, several unresolved impediments to
implementation remain. These include standardization of
data formats and funding sources that will support the
central data repository. A confounding issue of shared data
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Increasing Our Understanding of Human Disease
In the clinical environment, robust sharing practices will be
vital to realize the somewhat paradoxical goals of global data
collection and personalization of care. The immense challenges inherent in maintaining this creative tension mandate
transformative changes in the scale of each step in the
translational cycle and the development of truly generalizable
rules for biomedicine. Next-generation technologies have
revealed unanticipated complexity in the genome of each
person and have placed in stark relief the archaic redundancy
of most clinical phenotypes.73 We are compelled to reinvent
the scope and scale of clinical phenotyping if we are to be
able to deconvolute even the ﬁrst-order information in a
human genome.27,28 Data sharing will bridge this “phenotypic” gap through the deﬁnition of new phenotypes, massive
changes in the dimensionality of clinical assessment, and the
consequent parsing of aggregate syndromes such as
atherosclerosis and diabetes into their constituent etiologies.
Data sharing will be vital not only for traditional clinical data
sets but also for diverse traits that are likely to be related in their
basic characteristics: computability, linear dynamic range, and
orthogonality to the phenotypes of the past. Meaningful data
integration can be augmented by the collection of relevant
metadata in the form of stimulus-response pairs, in which the
organizing stimuli may be physiological, pharmacological, or
environmental inputs. Carefully chosen stimuli will also facilitate vertical integration across species and from cells to
organismal biology. In care delivery, the new incentives to share
will align patients across the economic spectrum because, for
many traits, the most informative patients are often those at the
extremes. Finally, although wearable and other personal
technologies will continue to proliferate, the need for rigorous
and biologically relevant calibration will drive outpatient clinics
to become a preferred venue for multidimensional data
collection, in the process establishing a novel minimal clinical
data set for the 21st century.

Improving the Design and Efﬁciency of Clinical
Trials
The clinical trials enterprise is vast and expensive. For a
variety of historical reasons, despite the critical societal
importance of clinical trials, most clinical trial data have not
been shared broadly. The reasons include concern about
maintaining the conﬁdentiality and privacy of trial partici-
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pants, protection of the intellectual property of companies
and inventors, and academic control of ideas and results. As
transparency efforts gain traction, it is timely to consider the
potential beneﬁts of sharing trial data to improve the clinical
trials enterprise itself.
Clinical trials can be fundamentally divided into
(1) mechanistic trials, which are intended to explore and
understand the mechanisms governing human biology, and
(2) pragmatic trials, intended to inform healthcare decision
makers.74 Because of the complexity of the types of questions
in each of these categories, there is no single best approach to
clinical trials. Instead, the principles of quality lead to efforts to
optimize the value and efﬁciency of clinical trials by designing
and operationalizing the trial based on the purpose of the trial.
ClincialTrials.gov has provided a new ability to examine the
clinical trials enterprise because the vast majority of trials
have a legal requirement for registration prior to enrollment
and results reporting within 1 year of ascertainment of the
last primary end point.50 Currently, >380 trials per week are
registered, and initial analysis of the accumulating data
reveals a large number of trials with major deﬁciencies that
would make it unlikely that they are answering an important
question. We now have the opportunity to treat the clinical
trials enterprise as a learning ecosystem in which all previous
trials can inform the planning and operationalization of the
next trial.75
Several broad questions could be addressed:
 What types of trial designs are best for answering
different types of questions?
 What are the characteristics of trials that answer the
question asked by the trial or that fail to answer the
question either because of design or conduct speciﬁcations?
 Over time, what are the characteristics of trials that
answer key clinical questions?
More speciﬁc questions could also be addressed:
 What entry criteria for particular diseases or issues lead
to the best recruitment?
 What biomarkers and putative surrogates actually work
in the clinical trials setting?
 What are the clinical outcomes and natural history of
particular disease states, and what event rates can be
expected for given entry criteria?
 What operational approaches lead to the most efﬁcient
trial conduct?
 What types of data collection and which data items are
most useful for different types of trials in different
circumstances?
 What analytical methods lead to conclusions that are
reliable over time and across different types of trials?
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is the potential bias due to more ready acceptance by
journals of manuscripts describing positive data from
preclinical studies. Balancing this bias requires development
of a mechanism for acknowledging the importance of
negative or neutral data.
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The AHA’s work in quality improvement began in earnest in
2000 with the “Get With The Guidelines” program, which was
implemented in the United States and in several other
countries.76 It has subsequently expanded beyond coronary
artery disease to address stroke, atrial ﬁbrillation, heart
failure, and resuscitation, with >2000 hospitals and 6 million
patients in the database. The most recent iteration is the
outpatient clinical registry called The Guideline Advantage
(TGA). This triagency program with the American Cancer
Society and the American Diabetes Association provides
feedback to clinicians regarding their compliance with
performance measure–based care.77 This program already
has nearly 100 practices and >6 million medical records. It is
vendor neutral so as to provide seamless data sharing to
individual clinicians and practices and comparisons to a
national data cohort. TGA provides performance tools to aid
the providers in managing their patient care and to help with
population health strategies. This database should help
identify better measures and answer critical questions in
the clinical research agenda.
Clinical quality improvement is an important initiative for
the AHA to help the National Care Delivery System develop
new approaches to better quality of care and provide tools to
help clinicians manage care.78,79

Increasing the Effectiveness of Prevention
The occurrence of CVD and of many chronic diseases is deeply
shaped by behavior, health choices, and the context in which
we live (ie, determinants of health outcomes80); these factors
are responsible for a large proportion of CVD in the United
States.19 To understand how best to promote choices that are
optimally conducive for health and disease management, it is
important to recognize that patients with chronic diseases
spend 3 to 5 hours per year with a care provider and 5000
waking hours elsewhere. Care providers can hardly inﬂuence
choices that are critical determinants of disease occurrence
and health and that are largely outside the realm of health
care. Positive health choices are particularly challenging
because people must confront, multiple times a day, powerful
societal forces that have largely engineered physical activity
out of everyday life and hinder healthy food selections.
Mobile health technology has the potential to deal with one
of the most pressing problems in prevention: the failure of
patients to comply with a prescribed regimen.81 By incorporating simple reminder messages and alerts in the increasingly digital healthcare ecosystem, patients and healthcare
providers are more likely to fully realize the beneﬁts of already
proven therapies when taken as prescribed. Mobile health
devices and wireless technologies can provide a substantial
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

amount of “hovering” and appear conceptually well suited to
facilitate healthy behaviors.81,82 These tools generate high
volumes of data that must be validated, analyzed, and
interpreted, and methods such as predictive analytics and
behavioral economics can be exploited to do so.83
At this juncture, the exact role of mobile health tools
remains to be fully delineated, and key questions remain to be
addressed. First, technology is necessary but not sufﬁcient to
induce health choices, and adherence to the use of mobile
health technology is unclear. Second, new health-based highvolume data (Big Data) must be integrated into research and
clinical practice approaches to prevention, and the impact on
outcomes must be determined. Finally and importantly, the
applicability and adoption of new approaches across diverse
populations must be studied and understood. From the
perspective of prevention, it is important to “reach people
when they are not patients.”

Translation to the Public
The goals of data sharing must also include the patient and
public perspectives. A primary concern of patients is that the
conﬁdentiality of their health information may be compromised. Concerns about conﬁdentiality have a basis in reality.
By statute,84 the US Department of Health and Human
Services Ofﬁce for Civil Rights posts health data breaches
that affect at least 500 patients. From January to May 1,
2015, there were 93 data breaches posted involving
92 350 555 patients. Since the onset of reporting in October
2009, there have been 1220 reports involving 133 257 322
patients from all 50 states. In addition to data breaches,
deidentiﬁed health data potentially can be aggregated and
identiﬁed by analyzing online forums, governmental records,
and commercially available databases.85
Another public health concern is that Big Data may further
exacerbate disparities in health outcomes. There is justiﬁed
enthusiasm for harnessing Big Data from cell phones,
geospatial location, and biological real-time monitoring of
health conditions to improve health and disease management;
however, access to smart phones and health literacy are
unevenly distributed by age, race, socioeconomic status, and
rurality.86,87
To address patient and public health concerns, we must
pay attention to maintaining privacy and enhancing access.
Failure to address the digital divide and to ensure privacy may
enhance public distrust and exacerbate healthcare inequities.

Principles of Responsible Data Sharing
The presenters and attendees discussed a wide variety of
issues related to data sharing. The perspectives of multiple
Journal of the American Heart Association
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Improving the Quality of Care in Clinical Settings
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Ethical Considerations
As patients, as relatives, and as friends of patients, everyone
wants to obtain the most complete and rigorous information
possible about the effectiveness and safety of therapies.
Responsible sharing of clinical trial data helps provide such
information and thus is in the public interest.88 The public
good should be the guiding ethical concern regarding data
sharing; however, the interests and concerns of stakeholders
must be addressed and balanced (Figure 7).44 For research
participants, informed consent, privacy protections, and
knowledge gained from their efforts are important.89 Clinical
trialists want time to publish their analyses and to get credit

for sharing data and analytic tools. Secondary investigators
want to analyze unpublished data and reproduce published
ﬁndings. Sponsors want their funding to yield new knowledge
but do not want data sharing to compromise funding for new
research projects. For-proﬁt sponsors want to protect their
intellectual property and commercially conﬁdential information. A major challenge in data sharing is forging agreement
on speciﬁc measures to address these stakeholder concerns.
The ethical principles of respecting research participants,
maximizing beneﬁts and minimizing harms, and acting justly
or fairly should guide data sharing. To respect participants, we
must address the issues of informed consent and privacy in
the context of sharing data. For meaningful consent, research
participants need to receive information about data sharing
that is pertinent to their decision to participate. Although
users of mobile apps and Web sites authorize data sharing by
clicking “I agree” on data use agreements, such perfunctory
permission does not meet the standards for consent for

Figure 7. Major stages of the clinical trial life cycle and recommendations for when to share speciﬁc data packages. Data are generated at
nearly every stage of the clinical trial life cycle, including the initial protocol and statistical analysis plan prepared prior to registration, the
collection of baseline participant data at participant enrollment, and the analysis of the analyzable data set. To help frame the discussion of what
data should be shared at what times, the Institute of Medicine report on sharing clinical trial data described the clinical trial life cycle as
consisting of 5 major stages with guiding principles and a practical framework for the responsible sharing of data, including the types of data
available at different stages of a trial and the optimal times to share them. Reprinted from Institute of Medicine report on Sharing Clinical Trial
Data.44
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stakeholders were considered. The discussion focused on
how principles for data sharing can help inform AHA research
policies in the future and may serve as a precedent for other
groups in medicine to address data sharing in the future.
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Models of Responsible Data Sharing
A useful set of principles to govern the pursuit of responsible
data sharing was laid out in an article in The New England
Journal of Medicine.88 First, the model should provide
sufﬁciently broad access to data to achieve the sought-after
beneﬁts. It should apply to trials of all drugs, devices, and
biologics approved in at least 1 country. Second, it should be
designed to maximize protection of participants’ privacy
interest. Third, it should treat all qualiﬁed data requesters
and trial sponsors evenhandedly. Fourth, it should ensure
accountability by requiring data requesters to commit to
protecting participants’ privacy and conducting analyses that
adhere to accepted scientiﬁc standards. If those who generate
the data are allowed to inﬂuence when the data are released,
they must commit to transparent, principled decision making.
Finally, the system should be practicable. It must be able to
render timely decisions and avoid undue burdens on data
generators. To advance these principles, a data-sharing
system should have the following speciﬁc features:
 A binding mechanism to ensure universal participation
and compliance by data generators—a regulatory
requirement is the most obvious mechanism, although
trial sponsors would prefer a private alternative
 Minimum standards for what must be shared and how
 Equal application of any requirements to all trial
sponsors
 Explicit decision criteria for data releases
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 Public disclosure of the reasons for decisions
 Public disclosure of requesters’ identities and analysis
plans
 A mechanism to enforce conditions of data use, such as
a data use agreement
 Provision of technical support to ensure that data
requesters understand the data
In public discussions of data sharing, 4 models have
emerged. In the ﬁrst, an “open access model,” data sets and
accompanying materials would be posted online for downloading. This model would serve the principles of broad access and
transparency superbly but would not provide sufﬁcient protection of the interests of participants and data generators.
In the second model, a “database query” model, the data
generator would continue to hold the data and would run
analyses on the data at the request of outside parties and send
out the results. The data generator would be obliged to run any
analysis that met the following 3 decision criteria:
1. Is there a reasonable scientiﬁc hypothesis, sound analytical plan, and adequate plan to disseminate ﬁndings?
2. Do the potential public health beneﬁts of answering the
proposed question outweigh the probable adverse effects
on the data generator and risks to participants?
3. Does the requester have expertise sufﬁcient to carry out
the analyses?
The database query model serves sponsors’ interests in
controlling their data but otherwise is unappealing. It is
resource intensive for data generators and could involve long
delays in returning results. More important, it does not
provide transparency. Requestors would not be able to verify
that the analyses were conducted as envisioned.
The third model, a “sponsor review,” would release
participant-level data sets but allow the trial sponsor to
control decisions about releases, with some appeal mechanism. The sponsor would apply the decision criteria described
above. This model allows sponsors to preclude what they
deem inappropriate analyses but lacks the independence that
is needed to cultivate public trust in the system. The potential
for perceived inconsistencies and biased decisions is apparent. There would almost certainly need to be an appeal
mechanism.
The fourth approach, the “learned intermediary” model,
reposes responsibility for decisions in an independent board.
The board would apply the decision criteria speciﬁed above,
ensure that only the minimum data necessary to answer the
study questions are released, and execute a data use
agreement. Because of the intermediary’s independence and
weighing of the risks and beneﬁts of each data request, this is
the most desirable of the 4 models. Again, however, it seems
essential to allow for appeal and to provide detailed
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research. An unresolved issue is whether participants may
consent to some types of data sharing but not others. For
older completed clinical trials, consent for data sharing was
inconsistent and often ambiguous or absent. Privacy is
challenging in the Big Data era because data that are
deidentiﬁable by Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) standards may become identiﬁed when
additional data are brought to bear. To increase the beneﬁts
of data sharing and reduce the risks, organizations that share
data should learn from their experience by collecting data on
the outcomes of their model of data sharing, disseminating
this information and the lessons learned, and continuously
improving the data-sharing process. To reduce harms, data
holders can require procedures that reduce the risk of invalid
secondary analyses, such as data use agreements. To achieve
fairness, an equitable and sustainable funding model for data
sharing is needed. Those who beneﬁt from data sharing
should bear a fair share of the costs of sharing. Additional
ethical considerations are sufﬁcient access to shared data to
achieve the beneﬁts of data sharing, accountability of data
generators and requestors, and practicability.
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Institute of Medicine Report on Sharing
Clinical Trials Data
In 2014, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) commissioned a
committee to review the current practice of sharing of
completed clinical trial data and to make recommendations
regarding data sharing.44 There are several compelling reasons
for sharing data, including making it feasible for other
investigators to reproduce initial published ﬁndings and to
carry out additional analyses, strengthening and increasing
scientiﬁc knowledge, maximizing the contributions of patients
and sponsor investments, and stimulating new ideas for
research. There are also some serious challenges to address,
including the need to protect participant privacy and honor
informed consent as outlined by HIPAA, to safeguard legitimate
economic interests of sponsors (eg, intellectual property), to
guard against invalid secondary analyses, to allow the academic
investigators adequate time to conduct their secondary analyses and be recognized for their academic contributions, and to
avoid unfunded mandates for data sharing.
In addition, there are several key stakeholders in the
process of data sharing. These include the trial participants,
the investigators who conducted the trial and who are typically
involved in the design and analysis, the institutions at which
the trial was conducted, funders and sponsors who provided
the resources for the trial, regulatory agencies who may need
to review the trial data for purposes of product approval,
research ethics groups such as institutional review boards,
medical journals that publish the results of such trials,
professional societies that interpret the trial results and form
practice guidelines, and patient advocacy groups.
In sharing clinical trial data, it is necessary to deﬁne the
data to be shared, and there are many different types of data
to be considered. First, there is the raw patient-level data,
which may take the form of case report forms on which
individual patient data are recorded manually or electronically,
laboratory data such as x-ray ﬁlms, magnetic resonance
imaging data, ECG tracings and clinical laboratory data based
on blood and urine specimens, quality-of-life questionnaires,
and textual clinician notes. For data to have any meaning,
there must be metadata, which are data about the data,
describing the numerical ﬁelds, the methods used for
collection, and other relevant descriptors. For data to be
analyzable, it needs to be converted into numerical metrics at
a participant level; however, clinical trials often contain much
more analyzable data than are typically analyzed in publications and other summary reports. Consequently, there will be
an analyzed participant-level data set that corresponds to
each publication or report. Many trials have a complete
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summary report, especially trials sponsored by industry, for
which data are submitted for regulatory review. Finally, brief
summaries of the analyzed data appear in publications in
leading medical journals.
The IOM Report on Responsible Data Sharing contains 4
recommendations.44 First, the stakeholders in a clinical trial
should foster a culture in which data sharing is the expected
norm and should be committed to a responsible strategy for
this process.
Second, sponsors and investigators should share the
various types of clinical trial data no later than the following
timelines: Before the trial is initiated, the trial should be
registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, or the equivalent in other
countries, and should include the protocol, the data sharing
plan, and the statistical analysis plan. Within 12 months of
study completion in participant follow-up, (eg, last patient,
last visit), a summary of results should be provided in
ClinicalTrials.gov and in a lay or public-level presentation.
Within 6 months of publication in a medical or scientiﬁc
journal, the patient-level analyzed and deidentiﬁed data used
in the paper should be made available along with the protocol,
the statistical analysis plan, and the analytic code used in the
analysis. Continuing on this timeline, within 18 months after
trial completion (last patient, last visit), the full analyzable
deidentiﬁed data set should be made available along with the
protocol, the metadata for the full data set, the protocol, the
statistical analysis plan, and all analytic code used in
publications or summary reports. For trials that are submitted
to regulatory agencies for product approval, the full analyzable
deidentiﬁed data set, protocol, statistical analysis plan, and
redacted complete summary report should be made available.
Third, holders of clinical trial data should use data use
agreements, designate an independent review panel, and
make access to clinical trial data transparent.
Fourth, sponsors and investigators must address the
following speciﬁc issues:
 Infrastructure: There are currently insufﬁcient platforms
to store and manage data.
 Technological: The current platforms are not consistently discoverable, searchable, and interoperable.
 Workforce: Our current clinical trial research staff lacks
skills and knowledge to manage operational and technical aspects of data sharing.
 Sustainability: The current model costs are borne by a
small subset of sponsors, funders, and trialists and are
unsustainable.
The IOM report includes the following key summary
messages:
 Responsible clinical trial data sharing should become
the norm.
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explanation for decisions, a vastly difﬁcult and resourceintensive task.
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Perspectives on Pediatric Research
Data sharing is vital in research performed in children, deﬁned
as persons who have not attained the legal age for consent to
treatments or procedures involved in the research, under the
applicable law of the jurisdiction in which the research is
conducted (45 CFR 46.402).90 Children differ from adults in
organ physiology, development, and response to drugs and
other interventions. They are a vulnerable group incapable of
protecting their own interests and cannot take more than
minimal risk when research has no beneﬁt to the individual
child. Many childhood diseases are rare and require multicenter trials, registries, and data repositories to achieve
adequate sample sizes.
Legal consent is always obtained from parent or
guardian proxies, whose values and viewpoints may differ
from those of the children. Children who are old enough
and capable of understanding must give their “assent” but
may not fully understand the risks and beneﬁts. A
challenge of data sharing in pediatric research relates to
the need to “reconsent” participants once they reach the
age of 18 years, after which parental permission and child
assent are no longer valid. Speciﬁcally, guidance issued by
the Ofﬁce for Human Research Protections advises that
investigators seek and obtain a legally effective informed
consent, as described in 45 CFR 46.116, for any ongoing
human subjects research, including studies that involve the
continued analysis of specimens or data for which the
participant’s identity is readily identiﬁable to the investigators. Many years after the original study, now-adult
participants may be difﬁcult to locate. If appropriate, the
institutional review board may consider a waiver under 45
CFR 46.116(d) of the requirements for obtaining informed
consent for the patients to continue their participation in
the research.
Waiver of consent may be obtained under circumstances
that do not arise in adults. If the institutional review board
determines, for example, that a research protocol is designed
to study conditions in children or a subject population for
which parental or guardian permission is not a reasonable
requirement to protect the participants (eg, neglected or
abused children), it may waive the parental permission
requirements. Under these circumstances, potentially deleterious information could be revealed when neither the parent
nor the child has consented.
In some circumstances, only the child has provided
consent, and these situations are often in the most sensitive
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

areas. If research on a speciﬁc treatment involves treatments
or procedures for which minors can give consent outside the
research context under state and local law (eg, research on
drug use, sexually transmitted diseases, or pregnancy), these
patients do not meet the deﬁnition of children and thus
parental consent is not required. This population may have a
higher risk of inadequate cognitive or emotional maturity to
anticipate the potential consequences of the later disclosure
of this information.
Data sharing can also be challenging after the unexpected
death of a child. The NHLBI and the National Institute of
Neurological Diseases and Stroke are collaborating with the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to create the
Sudden Death in the Young (SDY) Case Registry to collect
information in up to 10 states or jurisdictions on persons aged
≤19 years who experienced sudden unexpected death to
create a registry of clinical information and DNA samples that
can be used to investigate sudden death in the young.91 The
state public health agencies that conduct Child Death Reviews
are grantees funded to collect data for the SDY Case Registry
and differ in their opinions about the need for informed
consent because use of a sample from a deceased subject is
not considered human subject research by regulatory deﬁnitions. Because DNA will be linked with phenotypic data, albeit
deidentiﬁed, the SDY Case Registry team decided that
permission should be sought from the parents of a deceased
child; however, to allow parents to make an informed
decision, the steering committee favored waiting to require
informed consent until after preliminary autopsy results had
been discussed with the family. Because DNA sent soon after
its collection has higher quality, it would be optimal to send
blood samples to the biorepository immediately after autopsy.
Nevertheless, state grantees differed in their opinions about
whether blood samples could be collected and shipped to the
biorepository before parents gave their permission. Ultimately, it was decided that specimens could be sent prior to
family permission and could be accessed by medical examiners and coroners prior to consent but that the samples
would only be made available for research once consents
were signed.
Data sharing without consent in pediatric research has
come under ﬁre even when samples are deidentiﬁed.
Speciﬁcally, the Newborn Screening Saves Lives Reauthorization Act of 2014 (Public Law No. 113-240) requires that all
research using newborn dried blood spots be considered
human subjects research regardless of whether the specimens are identiﬁable. This law eliminates the ability of
institutional review boards to waive informed consent for such
research. A Minnesota-based national organization dedicated
to preserving patient-centered health care and protecting
patient and privacy rights, the Citizens’ Council for Health
Freedom, advocated for this amendment, which required that
Journal of the American Heart Association
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 Stakeholders and institutions need to work together to
agree on best practices, standards, and incentives.
 Evolution should be guided by empirical data, lessons
learned, and best practices.
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Addressing Workforce Challenges With
Continuing Education
The explosive growth of Big Data in health care will create
constantly changing challenges and opportunities for the
workforce of the future. Healthcare professionals will expect
continuing education (CE) not only to enable them to meet
licensing, credentialing, and other professional obligations but
also to help them navigate and beneﬁt from emerging
technologies. With >1 million hours of instruction delivered
annually,92 accredited CE providers (including the AHA) have
the reach, expertise, and resources to be strategic partners
for health systems, institutions, care teams, and individual
health professionals by facilitating the integration of new
technologies into continuing professional development.
Educators will need to respond with nimbleness and
ﬂexibility to new educational needs and practice gaps that
arise from advancing technology. The professional competencies, such as communication skills and patient-centered care,
will serve as a framework for creating education that
addresses the issues raised by Big Data,93 for example, how
to communicate with patients about data privacy issues. The
workforce of the future will need practical education about
how to integrate Big Data into practice and ongoing forums
about the ethics involved. CE can provide opportunities for
faculty and leadership development and peer interchange to
support ongoing discourse and policy development about
evolving ethics issues in the spheres of research, clinical care,
and executive management.
Big Data will affect the entire cycle of workforce learning,
from the identiﬁcation of performance gaps and practicebased educational needs to outcomes measurement. Using
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

data that analyze cardiovascular health issues at the national,
regional, local, and individual patient levels, educators and
healthcare professionals can construct educational and
systems interventions to improve health outcomes. Through
collaborations and appropriate data sharing, CE programs can
identify and respond to emerging public health priorities
through workforce education and other interventions. Educators across the country can share information gleaned from
Big Data to create relevant, effective learning solutions that
can be distributed to healthcare professionals across the
country where they work, live, and practice.
Numerous intervening variables exist between educational
activities and patient outcomes, such as systems barriers and
team performance. Big Data will enable the advancement of
comparative effectiveness and implementation studies that
link CE to performance improvement and patient care
outcomes and will demonstrate how best to generate longterm retention and behavior change. With effective CE and
support systems, the workforce of the future will have the
data and expertise not only to improve their own practice but
also to meaningfully address issues that affect population
health in communities throughout the nation.

Scenarios of the Future: What Do
Stakeholders Want From Big Data?
The potential and promise of Big Data include opportunities to
acquire, analyze, and share information for a multiplicity of
goals. Summit attendees envisioned and reﬂected on the key
objectives to which each stakeholder group might aspire in
the utilization of the resultant data under ideal circumstances
(Table 3). Some common themes emerged, including a
passionate wish for accurate, secure, and complete data.
Many groups detailed the urgent need for the development of
tools that might distill data into visual depictions that could be
used at the point of clinical care or for healthcare administration. An additional hope of attendees was that clinical and
translational research could be facilitated and accelerated by
the authorized sharing of patient data.

What Do Patients Want From Big Data?
Patients expect excellence in health care. They are frustrated
by the need to recount their personal history to every new
provider, hospital, or service. They do not understand why our
systems “can’t just talk to each other.”14 They want to be
partners in their care with the ability to access their personal
information and to interface with their provider’s ofﬁce to
make appointments, schedule tests, check results, and
correct errors. Above all, they want their data to be secure
and portable, whether they change doctors, systems, or
Journal of the American Heart Association
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parents give informed consent before their infant’s DNA could
be used in federally funded research. As a result, years of
dried blood spots and associated data were destroyed in
Minnesota.
Despite some of the challenges in pediatric research, data
sharing provides the opportunity for extraordinary beneﬁt to
children with congenital and acquired forms of heart disease.
Congenital heart disease affects almost 1% of live births and
is the leading cause of mortality from birth defects.19
Although common in aggregate, congenital and acquired
pediatric heart diseases are rare and diverse disorders
involving many possible causative genes, molecular pathways,
and networks. Data sharing through multicenter consortia,
such as the ongoing NHLBI’s Pediatric Cardiac Genomics
Consortium and, potentially in the future, the AHA’s CVGPS,
can improve our understanding of the genetic causes of
congenital and pediatric heart disease and provide new
avenues for investigating the relationship of genetic variants
to clinical outcomes.
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Table 3. Big Data and Stakeholders
Stakeholder

What Stakeholders Want From Big Data

The American Heart Association’s Role

Patients

1. Controlled access to portable secure medical information
2. Access to best possible health outcomes at affordable cost
3. Easy access to medical research/clinical trials

High priority
1. Facilitate the use of Big Data by patients and professionals
Medium priority
1. Patient-centered advocacy on the use of Big Data
Low priority
1. Facilitate the evaluation of health technology devices

Basic Scientists

1. Develop and identify novel targets that otherwise would not be
identified by traditional methods and query for CVD-related
genes/proteins
2. Use systems approach to identify multiple genes/proteins that
collectively cause CVD
3. Access and use of analytical partners to help advance research
goals

High priority
1. Create an AHA digital ecosystem to build an AHA
knowledge base (AHA Commons) and enable
AHA investment for sustainable and long-lasting
impact
2. Grant funding to establish training/learning, novel tools/
products for analytic techniques
Medium priority
1. Broker partnerships to advance, collect and analyze data
Low priority
1. Establish AHA data science policies and guidelines (privacy,
ethics, intellectual property)

Clinical
Investigators

1. High-quality standardized clinical data for secondary use
2. A standardized technology platform with interoperable, feasible,
and federated access to a broad range of clinical data
3. Better, novel, more rapid mechanisms of support for analysis of
Big Data
4. A mechanism for ongoing discussion of these topics that
includes the clinical investigator community

High priority
1. Training and funding a new generation of Big Data and
users (clinicians to developers)
Medium priority
1. Bridge the gap between the theoretical promise of
Big Data to potential use (eg, map EMR to “Get With
The Guidelines”; provide leadership in data standard,
quality, and validity)
Low priority
1. Be the match.com for data owners and data researchers

Population
Scientists/
Epidemiologists

1. Resource effectively and integrate data from large numbers of
diverse people, participants, patients longitudinally gathering
across systems and populations
2. Integration of data including, social determinants of health,
exposure data, including mobile health as a source of data,
physiological data, healthcare encounters/procedures; should
be easily accessed
3. Design and deploy the new prevention science using mobile
health to empower the individual participant

High priority
1. Provide resources for multidisciplinary investigators
at all stages to broadly access science across the
AHA portfolio including population science
and epidemiology
2. Create a data science fellowship whereby top tier data
scientists can be funded and mentored by AHA
multidisciplinary scientists
Medium priority
1. Commit resources to convene a forum focused on Big
Data harmonization and validation inclusive of multiple
stakeholders and career levels
2. Help scientists along the clinical–translational
continuum translate and educate the public, clinicians,
and researchers about Big Data
Continued
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Table 3. Continued
Stakeholder

What Stakeholders Want From Big Data

The American Heart Association’s Role

Clinicians/
Healthcare
System
Researchers/
Administrators

1.
2.
3.
4.

Engagement across stakeholder domains
Empowering patients using Big Data
Identifying at-risk populations with Big Data decision support
Assessing and equipping providers with tools for collection,
distillation and visualization
5. Leveraging Big Data to enrich the practice of medicine—more
efficient and more enjoyable
6. Teaching providers about Big Data

High priority
1. Develop and disseminate accepted clinical standards and
benchmarks

1. Understanding of the available data:

High priority
1. Provide a mechanism to aggregate different databases
allowing researchers to overcome limitation of any
single data set (eg, statistical power, sample characteristics)
2. Stimulate use of existing data sets through targeted research
funding

Industry

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

ability to access,
appropriateness of use,
context of collection,
known quality issues,
any inherent biases,
clarity of business models

2. Robust analytical methods and scientifically accepted ways to
deal with common data issues
3. Rigor and disclosure of analytic methodologies when findings
may affect healthcare policy decisions and clear communication of findings
4. Clarity in how observational data may be used in support (or
replacement) of RCT data in regulatory decision making
5. Ensuring appropriate patient privacy and confidentiality
Regulatory
Authorities

1. Promote public health and innovation
2. Careful attention to development of Big Data methodology—is
it hypothesis generation only?
3. Investigate heterogeneity of US population
4. Rethink regulatory framework for informed consent
5. Rethink regulatory framework for Big Data (eg, informed
consent, OHRP, cluster randomized clinical trials)

Medium priority
1. Sponsor the development of multidisciplinary tools for data
analysis
Low priority
1. Convene all benchmarking communities and stakeholders

Medium priority
1. Help researchers better understand the sampling methods
and variables in existing data sets
Low priority
1. Facilitate appropriate availability of data to a larger
community of researchers by serving as an “honest broker”
2. Assist researchers in accessing data sets by clarifying data
use requirements

High priority
1. Develop analytic standards for
a. statistical methods,
b. stated plans and protocols,
c. data confirmation
Medium priority
1. Develop common terminology and other data standards
2. Preserve evidence standards for new uses and comparative
effectiveness so Big Data can lead to changes in patient
solutions and new hypotheses
Low priority
1. Registry of cardiovascular Big Data analyses

AHA indicates American Heart Association; CVD, cardiovascular disease; EMR, electronic medical record; OHRP, Ofﬁce for Human Research Protections; RCT, randomized controlled trial.

states, and they want smart-device interfaces so they have
multiple options for access.
Patients assume their providers’ recommendations will be
based on the most up-to-date science and guidelines. They
want to know all of the possible outcomes they can expect,
and they want the best possible outcome at an affordable
cost. Patients want to connect with others who share similar
conditions and to use that community to better understand
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

their own symptoms or disease, to share concerns, and to
gather information to become more effective partners in care.
Patients have shown a willingness to share their personal
data to improve the health of themselves and/or others.94–96
They want to know about the latest research, but often that
information is not readily available in an understandable
format. Patients are willing to become involved in medical
research and clinical trials but need to be made aware of the
Journal of the American Heart Association
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What Do Basic Scientists Want From Big Data?
Most Big Data science approaches and methodologies such
as data mining, machine learning algorithms, crowdsourcing
annotation platforms, cloud computing infrastructure, and
Bayesian network algorithms are new to the basic cardiovascular community. Regardless of the source, these approaches
are feasible in the world of basic cardiovascular science. Many
domain-speciﬁc databases, for example, are created in
“standard” database technologies (eg, Oracle MySQL). These
technologies are at the heart of most curated data repositories (eg, ICPSR, NCBI resources) and are very familiar to
research teams.
Big Data concepts of integrating various types of data
would allow basic scientists to potentially develop and identify
novel targets that otherwise would not be identiﬁed by
traditional methods. New data mining and analysis techniques
would also allow researchers to query for genes and proteins
linked to CVD and stroke. Using a systems approach would
increase the possibility of identifying multiple genes and/or
proteins that collectively cause CVD and stroke. Such
advances could lead to new prognostic markers and,
conceivably, therapeutic targets.
Last, access and use of analytical partners (eg, informatics,
biostatistics, data to knowledge, architecture design of omics)
is critical to advance basic research goals. To connect
databases, linked data technologies may be used, connecting
database ﬁelds through taxonomies or ontologies. Examples
include Open PHACTS,97 NIF,98 and DataONE.99 Internet
search engines as both locators of information and immediate
providers (via hyperlinks to the actual sources) have recast
the notion of a catalog from a book or even a persistent
database to a collection of dynamic, real-time computing
functions. Web search technologies are also effective for
creating data or tool indexes and repositories.
To fully appreciate the potential of basic science data in the
evolving Big Data world, data should be Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, and Reusable (the FAIR model)100 by:
 Organizing and building platforms rendering large-scale
clinical cohorts ﬁndable
 Creating metadata standards to establish polices and
guidelines on accessibility
 Building computational tools to deﬁne cardiovascular
phenotypes, making them interoperable with other data
platforms
 Transforming biomedical research culture to support
advancement in precision medicine101
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

What Do Clinical Investigators Want From Big
Data?
Clinical investigators who are interested in evaluating the
efﬁcacy or safety of speciﬁc interventions in small- or largescale trials generate substantial data that might beneﬁt from
merging with each other or with other data sets.17,102 Using
our current approach, however, we create the data platforms
for characterizing patients and events de novo every time we
design and carry out a clinical trial. Although informed by past
experience, each clinical trialist develops a unique protocol
and a unique case report form, and trialists are likely to use
meaningfully different approaches to identifying patient
phenotypes or clinical events. It has been difﬁcult to develop
standardized approaches to describing the symptoms, signs,
severity, and other relevant features of common cardiac
disorders.36 Consequently, assuming that appropriate statistical and informatics methods were available to combine data
sets, it is not clear whether the application of such methods
to existing data sets would yield a useful synthesis. Efforts by
the US Food and Drug Administration to standardize the
deﬁnition and reporting of speciﬁc cardiac events (eg,
myocardial infarction, stroke, or hospitalization for heart
failure) represent an important advance toward this goal, but
much work remains to be done. These efforts will be
complicated by a simultaneous interest in streamlining the
amount of information collected in clinical trials, based on the
assumption that we already know what data to collect and
how to collect them. Assuming that the data collected could
be of higher quality and the merger of data sets could be
made interoperable, clinical investigators not only would want
to contribute to the creation of such data sets
but also would be interested in posing questions that could
be answered by such data sets. Nevertheless, it is currently
very difﬁcult to interact with the platforms available for
merged data sets in a manner that is likely to reward clinical
investigators for their time and effort. Regardless of the
approach developed, clinical investigators wish strongly to be
involved in the ongoing discussions with other stakeholders
and trust that the ﬁnancial resources will be available to
enable the development and mining of large data sets to
address important clinical questions.

What Do Population Scientists and
Epidemiologists Want From Big Data?
Population scientists recognize the potential of new tools to
collect and analyze data for epidemiology research.37 Digital
data sources, which include mobile health electronic devices
and clinical care databases, greatly expand the prospects for
population science. The new tools can constitute powerful
platforms to ascertain exposure, and the electronic access
Journal of the American Heart Association
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studies and then to have an easily accessible avenue for
determining whether they or a loved one would be eligible to
participate.
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What Do Clinicians and Healthcare Systems Want
From Big Data?
Clinicians and health systems see signiﬁcant value in Big
Data, particularly if it is used to enhance engagement
between patients and their healthcare providers.17 If patients
know that the data they generate will be used to improve their
own health, they may be more likely to embrace the role of
Big Data in their care. Clinicians will welcome novel information about their patients that will enable better care, but they
will not be able to cope with vast amounts of unformatted
data that require a great deal of their limited time to analyze
and record in an EMR.
To derive clinical value from Big Data, tools must be
developed to collect data efﬁciently in formats designed to
allow its exchange, to distill data into information that
facilitates clinical care and research, and to visualize data in
ways that are accessible and actionable by both providers and
patients.7,103 With the appropriate tools, Big Data could be
powerful in clinical care. It may be particularly useful in
identifying at-risk populations, enhancing decision support,
and performing predictive modeling to identify and
continuously evaluate opportunities and strategies to improve
population health.57,79
The use of Big Data has enormous potential to enrich the
care of patients and to provide new ways for patients and
providers to engage around health and wellness. If properly
deployed, Big Data initiatives could make the practice of
medicine more effective, more efﬁcient, and more rewarding
for providers and their patients.36

What Does Industry Want From Big Data?
The biopharmaceutical industry sees signiﬁcant potential to
improve the lives of patients through the use of Big Data.17
Big Data may help, for example, in the discovery, development, and delivery of medicines to patients. Although the
use of Big Data to inform internal company processes is
relatively clear, a number of questions need to be answered
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

to realize the full beneﬁts for patients regarding the use of
Big Data by all stakeholders (including sponsors, regulators,
payors, academics, and providers) in informing healthcare
policy decisions that may affect patients’ ability to access
medicines. At their core, the questions needing to be
addressed relate to clarifying the nature and availability of
high-quality data, elucidating the appropriate uses of those
data in different contexts, ensuring quality and rigor in those
uses, addressing healthcare policy decisions, and
subsequently communicating ﬁndings. In addressing these
issues, it will be essential to have constructive dialogue
among patients, industry, regulators, providers, and
academics because each party has an important stake and
perspective. AHA could play a pivotal role by facilitating
appropriate access to large data, providing detailed information about existing data sets, and stimulating the use of
Big Data by the research community through targeted
research funding.

What Do Regulatory Authorities Want From Big
Data?
Major goals of regulatory agencies are to actively promote
public health and medical innovation. In addition, regulators
are interested in better understanding heterogeneous
treatment effects and the rare, but important, adverse
safety problems produced by medical products. Big Data
has signiﬁcant potential for assisting regulators in all of
these areas. Big Data, when used appropriately, may help
develop key hypotheses or test important treatment
strategies and thus accelerate understanding of fundamental biological processes.104 Regulators are particularly
interested in the use of Big Data to design and conduct
randomized trials (including possibly cluster randomized
trials).105 These data can identify potential participants,
facilitate invitations to participate, perhaps be used for the
consent process, and decrease the amount of data that
need to be newly collected, all of which could facilitate
larger and more rapidly conducted trials for such studies as
comparisons of multiple drugs. It will be necessary to see if
critical features of good randomized trials (blinding) can be
accommodated. As a ﬁrst step, however, regulators need to
be assured that the design and methodology used for Big
Data studies and analyses are appropriate for the questions
being asked38,106; otherwise, multiple unintended consequences may result. It is essential that regulators be
assured that design and methodological considerations
have been adequately addressed before fully integrating
Big Data analytics into the regulatory science landscape.83
Interestingly, some considerations such as the informed
consent process may need to be rethought to take full
advantage of Big Data while protecting patients.
Journal of the American Heart Association
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to administrative and clinical data can be used to sample
populations and capture outcomes. The steps to deﬁne and
realize the promises of Big Data have been delineated;
however, the best scientiﬁc approaches to optimally acquire,
validate, standardize, and analyze high-volume data remain
to be learned.20,21 Of particular importance is the issue of
training, which is critical for population scientists to use
digital tools, and a robust data sciences curriculum must be
integrated into population sciences education endeavors.
Multidisciplinary team science that focuses on Big Data
must be formally deployed through new funding mechanisms.
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The AHA has a track record of supporting cutting-edge
science and already has initiated several innovative
approaches to Big Data. These approaches are described
below, followed by a summary of the ﬁnal facilitated
discussion on possible roles that the AHA might play in the
future across stakeholder domains.

AHA’s Cardiovascular Genome Phenome Study
Despite extraordinary progress over the past 5 decades, heart
disease remains the number 1 cause of death in the United
States.19 To accelerate the pace of research and transform
cardiovascular care, the AHA has launched the CVGPS
(Figure 8).56 This effort will leverage the convening power of
the AHA to develop a vision for the future of cardiovascular
care and the research required to achieve that vision.
A diversiﬁed portfolio of innovative grants will follow and
include traditional multiyear research grants; smaller, rapidturn, high-risk, high-potential innovation grants; prizes and
challenges; data science grants; and community development
grants that support informatics and related capability building.
In addition, the AHA will drive the translation of discovery to
care by asking grantees to present to a panel of industry
evaluators; if there is translational promise, next steps will be
suggested including potential industry partnerships or additional funding sources.
CVGPS will aggregate multiple cardiovascular studies to
enhance data discoverability for a broader range of investigators. Using an online retail–like front end, researchers
can search across multiple studies to assemble virtual
cohorts, test new hypotheses, and engage in hypothesisagnostic data mining. Finally, the AHA plans to enhance the

effort through analytic support. “Data navigators” will guide
investigators through aggregated studies and data sources
and provide methodological and analytic advice. In addition,
robust analytic tools and services will be included for
investigators who may have fewer resources. Together,
these 5 CVGPS thrusts—a future vision for care, an
innovative grant strategy, a translation engine, a cardiovascular Big Data repository, and analytic support—will enhance
collaboration, democratize data accessibility, accelerate
research, and advance cardiovascular care for the 21st
century.

The AHA’s eHealth Initiatives
From a health education perspective, there is a strong belief
in individual decision making and patient empowerment. The
AHA has embraced the idea of functioning in this ﬁeld as an
information provider. Consequently, the goal is to deliver
information at the right time and in the right way to patients,
caregivers, and their families such that improved and
informed health decisions can be made.
The AHA also understands that new health information
technologies and increasing investments by government and
private industry present enormous opportunities to reach
patients, caregivers, and families in new ways.57,103 As a
result, it is actively pursuing relationships with a broad crosssection of established companies and startups to improve
health outcomes.
Simply put, the AHA is striving to move squarely into the
lives of healthcare consumers through a variety of different
settings and mediums (Figure 9). To do this, the AHA will rely
on a series of industry-based partnerships, both in terms of
technology and sources of funding. The AHA will continuously
evaluate its activities across the healthcare continuum, from
primordial prevention, primary prevention, acute events,
secondary prevention, and long-term care to the ultimate
goal of creating seamless and effective offerings that support
the evolving needs in the healthcare system—in other words,
connecting health.
Based on the discussion of what stakeholders want or
need from Big Data, the summit attendees discussed
possible roles that the AHA might play across a range of
domains (Table 3). The outcomes will be important input
for the AHA to maximize the beneﬁts of data sharing
across a variety of activities in cardiovascular and stroke
science.

Figure 8. Vision for the Cardiovascular Genome Phenome Study
(CVGPS). Deep genotyping will provide assessment of the genetic
and epigenetic determinants of disease. When data from diet, the
environment, the microbiome, and deep phenotyping are combined, investigators will establish a 360° look at cardiovascular
health. Reprinted from Antman.56
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The AHA is uniquely positioned, from a patient perspective, to act as a key enabler in realizing the promise of
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Figure 9. The AHA‘s effort in modeling ideal cardiovascular health. There are many ways that ideal cardiovascular health can be modeled in
the marketplace at the local community level and internationally. Within the model, there are different levels of engaging the public through
Web-based and “app” technology; wearable devices; and corporate, clinic, and faith-based modules to create a cloud-based system of improving
cardiovascular health. AHA indicates the American Heart Association; BP, blood pressure; EMR, electronic medical record; FQHC, Federally
Qualiﬁed Health Center; Gov’t, government; H&W, health and wellness; HH, heart healthy; MLC, My Life Check; Phys Act, physical activity.

Big Data. The AHA can help ensure that Big Data is
leveraged in the pursuit of world-class science and its
clinical application. The AHA can provide a science-based
framework for input into any patient health repository with
regard to critical information on patients’ cardiovascular
health.
Using Big Data capabilities, the AHA can assist in
matching patients to clinical trials and can offer patients
gateways to leverage their personal information in pursuit of
scientiﬁc discovery. The AHA can leverage Big Data when
presenting information to patients through a technical
environment focused on patient support and improved
patient information. The AHA can assist in the assessment
of patient monitoring technologies (both devices and
software) and promote the growth and linkage of new
technologies and patient care.
In the area of scientiﬁc research, The AHA could not only
promote the use of Big Data but also encourage research
and advocacy focused speciﬁcally on leveraging knowledge
about the capabilities afforded by a Big Data–rich environment. In summary, the AHA role as patient advocate needs
to embrace the use of Big Data in the treatment of individual
patients, in the advancement of science, and in the
development of future technologies.
DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002810

What Possible Roles Might the AHA Play in the
Basic Science Domain?
The AHA has been a leader in cardiovascular basic science
research for the past 6 decades. Accordingly, the AHA is
taking a leadership role to provide educational and how-to
sessions to support AHA investigators in embracing the digital
transformation of cardiovascular medicine as the next logical
step to ensure that research investment is sustainable and
will have long-lasting impact.
By creating an AHA community digital ecosystem and
investing in digital technologies to engage AHA investigator
communities, organizations, and writing groups, the AHA will
continue on its path to a successful digital transformation that
will ultimately support the AHA’s mission and its role as a
global leader. By building a knowledge base connecting and
aggregating AHA data sets, databases, Web services, and
eventually relevant EMR information, secondary analyses can
be conducted from basic research to clinical and population
investigations. Establishing AHA data science policies and
guidelines will help examine and address AHA-relevant data
science issues with respect to ethics, privacy, intellectual
property, and administration at an early stage to ensure
success of AHA operations in the digital era.
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What Possible Roles Might the AHA Play in the
Clinicians and Healthcare Systems Domain?

AHA should take the lead in bridging the theoretical promise
of Big Data for clinical investigations and the practical
applications of such data. This could include funding for
demonstration projects that show how EMRs and other Big
Data sources work in a variety of settings and environments.107 Monitoring disease events and/or medical care in
rural areas or in regions with poor resources, for example,
may present signiﬁcant practical barriers to getting highquality data from these sources.
Clinical investigators using Big Data should question the
quality and validity of the data they use and interpret. The AHA
should provide leadership in efforts to demonstrate
the quality and validity of these data sources.108 Guidelines
regarding avoidance of selection bias and enhancing
data accuracy should be created and disseminated. The old
rule of “garbage in, garbage out” still applies, even to Big Data.
The AHA should consider how it could assist the training of
junior clinical and population scientists in a wide variety of
uses of Big Data for clinical investigations.109 This could
include focused work on designing future Big Data sources
and applications and perhaps consideration of student
competitions and acknowledgment programs to facilitate
the Big Data training initiative.
The AHA could consider expanding its efforts to support
open access to clinical data sources. This could include
search engines that allow owners of Big Data (eg, epidemiological data, trial data, biosamples) to list their data sources,
elements, and other important metadata features so that
researchers could easily ﬁnd opportunities to use these
sources.

Making Big Data useful in clinical care requires engagement of
multiple stakeholders who come from different perspectives and
who may not understand the needs and perspectives of others.
The AHA has the opportunity to convene stakeholders with
different backgrounds and expertise in workshops and conferences to overcome barriers to using Big Data in clinical care. New
health applications, for example, can generate vast amounts of
data on physiological parameters, but these data will not be
useful in the healthcare system unless they can be readily shared
with clinicians, summarized in useful formats, and stored in
EMRs. An AHA-sponsored workshop could bring together the
stakeholders to make these data useful in clinical care.
Large quantities of data of potential clinical value will soon
be collected by different systems, each with its own format.
These data cannot be readily shared if they are stored in
different formats, but standards for data sharing could be
developed. The AHA could help develop standard formats for
cardiovascular and stroke data that could be used by different
application developers, vendors, and testing companies to
facilitate data being shared and stored.110
Large quantities of data need to be distilled into manageable amounts of useful information before they can be used in
clinical care. Better tools for data analysis, reduction, and
visualization would allow clinicians to apply new information
at the point of care. The AHA could support research into
development of tools that bridge the gap between research
and clinical care.

What Possible Roles Might the AHA Play in the
Population Science and Epidemiology Domain?

The AHA could serve to help better understand the “digital
divide” in terms of what it means for public health. The
growing area of health technology and PGHD is an area of
research opportunity that is just beginning to be explored.
Providing mechanisms to aggregate different databases could
allow researchers to overcome the limitations of a single data
set (eg, statistical power, sample characteristics). Even the
collection of passive data, such as environment and geospatial information, could be used to enhance clinical trials.
Ensuring that researchers better understand the sampling
methods and variables in existing data sets is also critical. The
AHA could facilitate appropriate data availability to a larger
community of researchers by serving as an “honest broker.” This
role could also provide researchers with assistance in accessing
data sets by clarifying data use requirements. Last, as the largest
nonproﬁt funder of CVD and stroke research in the United States,
further research funding could be targeted to stimulate the use of
existing data sets, as is being done with CVGPS.

Population scientists look to the AHA to pursue innovation,
scientiﬁc rigor, and new technology while focusing on
engaging patients and the public to increase public health.37
The AHA has an important role to provide resources for
multidisciplinary investigators at all career stages to broadly
access science across the AHA portfolio.
An important step that would facilitate access would be
the creation of a data scientist fellowship through which toptier data scientists would be funded and mentored by AHA
multidisciplinary scientists. Another major function of the
AHA is to help scientists along the clinical–translational
continuum to translate and educate the public, clinicians,
government, and the media about Big Data. A more immediate
task for the AHA will be to convene a forum focused on Big
Data harmonization and validation that is inclusive of multiple
stakeholders and career levels.
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Data quality and creating a fair playing ﬁeld are essential
regulatory elements of using and learning from Big Data. The
AHA can act as a convener for standards for tools, methodology, terminology, and appropriate use of registry information for Big Data analysis. Developing common terminology
and other data standards will preserve evidence standards for
new uses and comparative effectiveness so Big Data can lead
to changes in patient solutions and new hypotheses.
The AHA can also aid in addressing the current challenges
with informed patient consent. Ensuring that patients fully
understand the consent details is difﬁcult, given the length
and breadth of some consent forms. The possibility of broad
consent for future research is perhaps an area that the AHA
can aid in facilitating. Data that can now be collected can
come to use in research before there is a clear vision of
exactly how best to use it. Methodology and validation of
data, integration into current system, ease of use and security
and control by patients can all be tested; however, prevention
of data misuse by lay users or researchers who cherry pick
data to meet their needs is a potential future issue.
Regulations for data use must ensure that users have a
general research plan and questions to ensure the occurrence
of data mining rather than ﬁshing expeditions.

cardiovascular and stroke medicine. Potential roles that the
AHA might consider include facilitating discussion of standards (eg, tools, methodology, appropriate use of data
generated by other investigators), providing education (eg,
healthcare providers, patients, investigators), and helping
foster the development of a digital ecosystem in cardiovascular and stroke science. This ecosystem should be interoperable and needs to interface with the rapidly growing digital
object environment of the modern-day healthcare system.
The following suggestions were made for future conferences that might address some of the issues:
 A detailed technical discussion of Big Data that focuses
on data types, data miners, data managers, and data
analytics
 More discussion of the impact of EMRs on clinical care,
healthcare systems, third-party payors, and multiple
segments of our society with consideration of the ethics
and safeguards against unintended consequences of the
pervasive use of Big Data
 Consideration of how Big Data will provide new ecological measurements, new deﬁnitions of outcomes in
clinical trials, and the implications for technology
development and regulatory approval.
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